2000 volvo c70

Got your attention? Good, because these two droptops, although quirky in that
hard-to-put-your-finger-on-it Scandinavian kind of way, are worthy, sophisticated,
European-flavor, fair and foul weather machines. Two convertibles from a country only slightly
larger than California, but whose capital city averages a high temperature of a not-so-blistering
49 F might seem a bit ironic, but it also means they're both built with inclement weather in mind.
Some of the other convertibles in this section simply can't compare to the two topless
Laplanders' ability to keep passengers cozy even when the top is lowered on chilly evenings.
Both the Saab and the Volvo scored off the chart when we rated their heaters' effectiveness at
60 mph top down, and both earned extra points for their heated seat option. Speaking of
stereos, Volvo's option SC adds one of the best stereos we've ever heard, convertible or
hardtop. Empirically, the two convertibles produce power and perform similarly; however, the
C70's driving dynamics and chassis are far sturdier, and we observed almost no cowl shake,
unlike that of the Yes, the Volvo's horsepower rating is higher versus , it's lighter in curb weight
versus pounds and should be quicker. However, our computerized test gear told a different
story, with the manually shifted Saab edging slightly ahead at the end of the quarter mile. We've
tested a C70 coupe with the high-pressure turbo 2. Still, the C70's low-pressure turbo 2. Credit
the Volvo's low-rpm maximum torque figure pound-feet at rpm and the fact that it exhibits nearly
zero torque steer, unlike the power-peaky, full-throttle-darty, also front-drive Saab. In this case,
greater structural integrity and adept handling contradict one another. Where we expected the
rigid C70 to shine, the Saab outperformed the Volvo, again, in slalom and skidpad tests. Finally,
if built-in passenger safety is a concern, the marque well known for practically inventing it
doesn't fail. Both cars offer ABS; next-generation, dual, front and side airbags; two different
methods of protecting passengers in case of rear impact; seatbelt pretensioners; and battleship
levels of safety cage construction. But the Volvo goes a step further with its rollover protection
system that deploys two steel rollbars in 0. Both Swedes were exceptionally pleasing and
expectedly quirky, and the Saab 93 did marginally outperform the Volvo C But if we were forced
to choose one topless model over the other, we'd choose the prettier one with better
manners-the Volvo C Ask any avid Camaro or Mustang fan about the original ponycar era, and
you're bound to feel his pain. He'll describe cars that elicited emotion-tire-burning,
floor-it-and-hang-onto-the-wheel excitement. And, more often than not, the ponycar set
remembers the convertibles-top-down driving at its finest, wind in the hair, V-8 under the hood,
four on the floor, get your motor running, American motoring. The stuff of legends. The latest
versions of the Camaro and Mustang offer not only excellent powertrains and chassis
refinements well beyond the mental comprehension of the engineers who created ponycars of
yore, but convertible versions to boot. Today's Camaro and Mustang are high-performance hair
tanglers featuring a full complement of performance features and interior amenities. Today, it's
built in Canada. Simply flip the levers along the top of the windshield from inside the car and
push a button to drop the top. The top-up procedure happens with a little more effort placing the
alignment pins in the alignment holes and making sure the hooks grab the right piece of the
windshield frame. Our test vehicle hampered us a little because the top slightly favored the
passenger side. An on-line top would knock 3 to 4 seconds off the total operation. The Camaro
boot cover is somewhat overwhelming at first peek. Three gray, plastic elements make up the
boot that fits into a vinyl bag stored in the trunk which is decent size for this style of car,
accommodating luggage of varying configurations. To install the boot, close the convertible top
latches very important tip! Place the panels in the appropriate locations, interweaving the tabs,
and close the trunk to secure the rear perimeter. While we noted some slight problems with the
operation of the Camaro's top, both top-up and top-down driving comfort levels were excellent.
Our carwash test revealed no water leaks, and there was no leaking air or wind regardless of
speed even after countless window up and down efforts. Top-down occupant buffeting was not
objectionable. In similar fashion to the Camaro, top-up and top-down operations on the Mustang
GT convertible were unchanged from previous 'Stangs-flip the latches, press the button, top
down. Push the button and align the pins, secure the latches, top up. Nothing special. The only
difference from circa '65 Mustang trials is the requirement that the parking brake be on before
top operation can commence. Regardless of the precautions, thanks to the speed at which the
top flops down, it was still possible to maneuver while stopped at many of the nap-inducing
traffic lights around town. No problem. Wind buffeting from behind and conversation volume
levels required for Mustang occupants were tolerable, but higher than in the Camaro, which
surrounds its passengers more tightly with windshield and side glass. Carwash tests of the
Mustang resulted in the same nearly dry cocoon we experienced with the Camaro. Details be
damned, the real fun of ponycar convertibles is that you get a better whiff of the deliciously
burning rubber. Well, they did, and it's Honda 's new S When it needed engineers to take the
SSM concept car from show car to sports car, Honda found them in its racing department. The

goal was to develop a convertible two-seater with quick acceleration, taut handling, crisp
shifting, great braking ability, and looks to kill. After driving the S on the French Riviera and at
our test track, we feel it's reached the goal. Honda plans to build 15, cars for model year , of
which will be sold in the U. The S's shining star is its stiff structure, which uses a "hybrid
monocoque body" and "high X-bone frame. Translated, these terms mean a rigid, steel body
except for the aluminum hood and chassis that give the S the structural rigidity usually seen
only in closed-top vehicles-it's one of the most solid drop tops we've driven. Absent is the dash
shake of most convertibles. However, stiff isn't how the S rides, due to the double wishbone
suspension damped by gas-pressurized shocks. With the top down, there's minimal wind noise
and buffeting, especially with the optional wind blocker in place. The power top is easy to
operate, dropping in 9 seconds and raising in 8 seconds. Disappointing are the plastic rear
window and the boot, which must be installed manually it took us 2. Race car engineers built
the chassis; however, Honda's motorcycle engineers must have been in on the engine
development. The S is powered by a 2. However, it only squeaks out pound-feet of torque at an
equally lofty rpm. The hardest part of driving the S is getting over the paranoia of pushing the
engine to the rpm redline before shifting the six-speed manual transmission. The S ran the
slalom at It only took the S 5. This compares favorably to 6. The S numbers came after
launching at rpm producing little tire spin and shifting at On one run, we launched and shifted at
; the time rose to more than 11 seconds. Herein lies the car's biggest problem: Most people will
never drive in the best rpm range to , shifting too early. Our advice is to treat the S like you hate
it and you'll get the most out of it. We did and loved every minute of it. It used to be that virtually
any car was offered in either hardtop or convertible form, while almost every sports car was a
drop-top only. After some bleak years for ragtops, they're back in the rise of popularity and still
demonstrate a convertible's most enduring quality: that it's not how fast you get there, but how
much you enjoyed the journey. While our gathered group is by no means an exhaustive
collection of every convertible offered, we paired up a number of our favorites. A Motor Trend
test wouldn't be complete without our instrumented track trials, but we went just beyond
performance numbers and investigated how well these convertibles fare in Southern California
foul weather actually a car wash , how difficult it is to lower and raise their tops, and how
effective heaters, air conditioners, stereos, and wind blockers are at speed. These are all
important items that make a long-term relationship with that new ragtop an exercise in pleasure
or pain. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Wheelbase, in. Share on Facebook Share
on Twitter. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle
Listing Details. Alloy wheels. Fun in the sun! Low miles indicate the vehicle is merely gently
used. Now that I have it, let me tell you a little bit about this outstanding Volvo C70, ready for
some top-down fun. It hits the mark in impressive performance and pleases the eye with its
flawlessly sculpted design. Contemporary Automotive would like to invite you to our dealership,
to view the areas largest Pre-owned inventory. Visit our website, Most Vehicles qualify for a for
a 5yr Extended Warranty!! There may also be factory warranty remaining and most vehicles are
eligible for extended service contracts. Ask for more details when you stop in or over the phone
when you call to schedule your appointment. We have a full service department with certified
technicians, five lifts and 10 service bays. All of our vehicles receive several hours of
reconditioning to make sure they are ready for the next owner, you! We are a hassle-free pricing
store and spend tens of hours each week to make sure you are receiving the best value in the
entire Midwest. Being a local business for 33 years has allowed us to obtain some of the best
auto lenders in the country. We have lenders with interest rates as low as 2. We have great
relationships with smaller credit unions and large national banks, with everything in between.
Ask about our financing options today! Gray Volvo C70 T5 FWD 6-Speed Manual Courtesy
VOLVO goes the extra mile to ensure that our used vehicles are in top shape, they have been
through a reconditioning process, and are presented to you via advertising, photo's and
marketing, living in Arizona we will also tint every vehicle that needs this. See dealer for details
on what the complete reconditioning was on your next vehicle. Look at this Volvo C Its
Automatic transmission and Turbo Gas I5 2. Honest Autos has been family owned and operated
in Leesburg, FL since We utilize years of industry experience to help you get a great car at an
even better price. Don't get taken advantage of by other dealers. We offer upfront salesman,
transparent pricing, service records, and free Carfax vehicle history reports on every vehicle we
sell. We are a full spectrum lender, offering competitive traditional financing for good credit
customers AND Buy Here Pay Here financing for customers looking to establish or rebuild your
credit. Don't take 'NO' for an answer. We can be the bank and tell you 'You're Approved! We are
conveniently located on U. Come in and let us earn your business! Excellent Condition. C70
trim. Car will be dropped off within 25 miles of the dealership so you can safely test drive on
your own. Paperwork will be delivered to you. Mclaughlin Motors will drop your new car off at

your home, free of charge within 25 miles of the dealership. Our dedicated sales staff and
top-trained technicians are here to make your auto shopping experience fun, easy and
financially advantageous. Please utilize our various online resources and allow our excellent
network of people to put you in your ideal car, truck or SUV today! Visit us on our website at
statelineautobrokersma. We offer competitive financing and extended warranties onall vehicles.
All vehicles are full serviced reconditioned and warranteed! Many Cars With some options like
17" x 7. Are you wondering, where is Western Ave Nissan or what is the closest Nissan dealer
near me? Although Western Ave Nissan in Chicago, Illinois is not open 24 hours a day, seven
days a week our website is always open. You can also search our entire inventory of new and
used vehicles, value your trade-in, and visit our Meet the Staff page to familiarize yourself with
our staff who are committed to making your visit to Western Ave Nissan a great experience
every time. Don't let this opportunity slip away! Please verify any information in question with
Baytown Ford. Call today to schedule your test drive! Call today for details Please feel free to
explore our website to see our extensive inventory of new and used cars and SUVs. In addition
to our friendly and knowledgeable sales staff, we also provide financing, service, and parts for
all our customers. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this
information, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages.
Please verify any information in question with Dealership personnel. Prices do not include
additional fees and costs of closing, including government fees and taxes, any finance charges,
any dealer documentation fees, any emissions testing fees or other fees. All prices,
specifications and availability subject to change without notice. Contact dealer for most current
information. Price may include Manufacturer Rebates and Incentives, please see dealer for
details. Call Hiley Hyundai Recent Arrival! Hiley Automotive of Burleson is a part of Hiley Auto
Group, a family-owned group that's been operating car dealerships for over 30 years. We're
proud to serve our community and have outlined a few reasons you should buy from Hiley
Automovtive of Burleson. Call Today. Trades Welcomed. Shipping Available. Subject to credit
approval. Pricing excluded taxes, title, license, reconditioning fees, CPO fees and accessories.
Odometer is miles below market average! We're confident we have the vehicle you're looking for
at the price you want to pay. Come on by - relax and enjoy the difference! Better Selection.
Martinville, Sulphur and Youngsville. Service Chevrolet Cadillac, relax and enjoy the difference!
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic
48 Manual 1. Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 5 cylinders Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No
accidents. Title issue. Know The Deal. Showing 1 - 18 out of 52 listings. Overall Consumer
Rating. Best car I have ever had. This is a wonderful car. It is reliable and safe. It is fun to drive.
The kids fit in the back. The top is whisper quiet. The sound system sounds great It is powerful
enough and performs well. Don't let the whiny reviews deter you from owning this fabulous car.
There are no models of cars that are over 15 years old that don't have some that were treated
poorly and require maintenance. It's silly to think that these experiences inform the common
experience. Look for a good one. Put the top up and down a few times. Drive it a few miles. Take
it to a mechanic. When you find the right one this will be some of the best money you ever
spent. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
1995 dodge ramcharger
prius ac
kia optima 1996
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant

Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

